
Interview with Mike Diel  
2/2/14 - Apple Basket Cafe, Macon, Missouri 

Mike Diel is a environmental and community activist from Macon, 
Missouri. He spoke with Caitlin Zera, director of From the Pipeline, 
and crew at the Apple Basket Cafe in Macon, Missouri in February 2014.  !
Interviewer 
When and how did you learn about the Flanagan South pipeline coming 
through Missouri?  !
Mike Diel 
Uh, it was last spring; there was a city council meeting in Western 
Missouri that was publicized, and the Sierra Club learned about it and 
that's how I learned.  !
Interviewer 
Are you part of the Sierra Club?  !
Mike Diel  
Yes, uh, I'm on the, um, committee for the Missouri Chapter and for 
the Osage group.   !
Interviewer 
In terms of being impacted in your county, in Macon county, what are 
some of the economic impacts or environmental impacts you've been able 
to see during pipeline construction and as it's finishing up?  !
Mike Diel  
Well I haven't seen much of the pipeline construction; it's all on 
private property. There's been some economic activity from the crews 
moving through in motels and restaurants and things, but I'm afraid 
the real impact is going to come if we have a rupture.  !
Interviewer 
In terms of seeing the impacts in other counties have you been able to 
assess from talking to people what's going on in other counties, what 
the economic situation looks like for them, is it similar to Macon 
county at all?  !
Mike Diel  
I imagine most of the counties, rural counties, in Missouri are pretty 
similar. This isn’t much impact now, hopefully there won't be an 
impact but if there is it will be a bad one.  !
Interviewer 
So what are some of the environmental consequences that you've learned 
about in researching or in talking to people about the pipeline?  !
Mike Diel  
Well to bury the pipeline to start with they have to clear cut very 
long sections of land which cuts off the animals and natural habitat 
through the whole section.  !
Interviewer 
And you were saying after the construction's done you can, the land 
goes back to the original landowners so they can use it again?  
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Mike Diel 
Well, I imagine there's a lean in there someplace. But yes, when 
they're finally done you won't even hardly tell the pipeline's there.  !
Interviewer 
And so can you talk a little bit about your experience in Marshall 
when you were flyering at the open house, meeting? !
Mike Diel  
Yes, uh, Enbridge had an open house in Marshall last summer. We went 
up there and tried to present the other side of the story cause they 
had all sorts of good PR people and talked real smooth and could tell 
people what they want to hear. We were talking about the hazards of 
the pipeline.  !
Interviewer 
And were you able to see if people in the communities were being 
informed in terms of all the hazards you were seeing and wanting to 
talk about, or -  !
Mike Diel  
From my understanding, most of the people in the community didn't know 
anything about it. I got to talk to one fella that farms there that 
actually has the pipeline under his land and he said the other 
pipeline [Spearhead] has been there so long and it's never caused any 
trouble he didn't think the new pipeline would cause any trouble.  !
Interviewer 
And do you know when people started to find out about it, was it when 
Enbridge came for open houses or how was it decided that people were 
selling their land -  !
Mike Diel  
My understanding is that most people don't know about it, there's a 
lot of talk about the Keystone [XL Pipeline] but all the other 
pipelines they're putting in are pretty quiet.  !
Interviewer 
And how does the Flanagan South compare in terms of the Keystone for 
this area in the Midwest?  !
Mike Diel 
Well, as far as the pipeline itself goes there's not much difference 
'cause in this area they didn't need the permit to cross the [Candian] 
border; that's the big difference between the Keystone and the other 
pipelines, actually when you cross an international border there's 
more inspections and things.  !
Interviewer 
And what has been your involvement since the open house, since you 
first learned about the pipeline?  !!
Mike Diel 
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Well, there's a group in Oklahoma that started up a, uh, Great Plains 
Prairie - Great Plains Tar Sands Resistance. They actually went and, 
uh, trespassed and tied themselves to machinery and things and tried 
to slow down the whole process. They made a couple presentations up 
here in Columbia and we liked it so well we started up a local branch 
called the Heartland Prairie Tar Sands Resistance, but we're more into 
educating the public than actually getting arrested trying to stop it.  !
Interviewer 
Has the education liaison worked pretty well; have you been able to 
reach people you think effectively?  !
Mike Diel  
Uh, really to be truthful we've been preaching to the choir more than 
anything. The people that come for our presentations are people that 
already know about it and are against it.  !
Interviewer 
And the construction will be finishing up in the next couple of months 
and it will be running probably mid-2014, um, so do you see any long-
term impacts of the pipeline coming through Macon county and the other 
counties in Missouri?  !
Mike Diel  
Like I said, the only long-term impact I see from the pipeline itself 
would be ruptures which seem to happen often with this, um, bitumen, 
'cause it's so corrosive in the pipeline but the real long term 
structure, the reason I'm wanting to stop the pipeline is cause of 
climate change.  !
Interviewer 
And about how many miles are in Macon county of the pipeline before it 
leaves for Shelby county?  !
Mike Diel  
It just barely clips through Macon county, the southeast part of Macon 
county, not very far at all.  !
Interviewer 
So were a lot of landowners impacted? Is it most agricultural in 
Macon, then?  !
Mike Diel 
Uh, I think most all the landowners are agricultural  !
Interviewer 
So what are kind of next steps for your branch here in terms of 
looking for more education?  !
Mike Diel  
Well once the pipeline's in and bitumen is flowing through the 
pipeline it's kinda late for education. I'm still into stopping 
climate change, though. Cause I think climate change is the number one 
issue mankind faces right now.  
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!
Interviewer 
And so how is the pipeline related to that, particularly?  !
Mike Diel  
Tar sands oil has much more pollution involved in it than regular oil 
- just the mining and refining so they can put it in the pipeline. And 
then when the bitumen gets down to where they're refining at, a lot of 
carbon is released there, finally they have a product that has three 
times the carbon as crude oil and we're trying to stop the crude oil 
from being burned up.  !
Interviewer 
And what, do you have any ideas about why it's coming through the 
midwest - this particular branch, the Flanagan South, particularly now 
or do you think it's just to meet the need or that it was coming 
through the midwest for convenience?  !
Mike Diel  
Well, basically the midwest in between Canada and the Gulf of Mexico 
and they want to mine it and sell it to the highest bidder in the 
world, we're just in between ground. Like I've been saying, Canada 
gets the money, China gets the oil, and we get the oil spills.  !
Interviewer 
And in terms of workers are there a lot of people from your county 
working on the pipeline?  !
Mike Diel  
Uh, I think most of the pipeline workers are from different counties 
and they've come in here. I've got a good friend from Macon that works 
on the pipeline but most of them are out-of-towners.  !
Interviewer 
Anything else you would like to comment on?  !
Mike Diel  
Well just that this has all been done in stealth. There's a pipeline 
running alongside the new Endbridge pipeline, called the Spearhead, 
and it's been there for years so they don't need a lot of permits or 
variances they can just go in with a few permits, put the pipeline in, 
and but that means it's done in stealth too, where there's no public 
meetings no hearings or anything cause it's, they already have the 
lean to put the pipeline there. !
Interviewer 
So there was no public comment in Macon, it was just approach to 
individual landowners after the permits were secured?  !
Mike Diel  
Well, it's just landowners that the pipeline is on their land, most 
everyone else doesn't know anything about it. The Keystone is the, uh, 
public part of the pipeline, the one that everybody talks about and 
everybody sees but it's just one of the many pipeline they're putting 
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in. I'm almost to the point where they can stop the Keystone and 
they're still going to be able to pump all they want. It's almost 
like, uh, a distraction where we're talking about the Keystone while 
we're putting all these other pipelines in.  


